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S

ince early 2010s, Russia stepped in-

sia’s approach to its propaganda took the

to the whole new level of propagan-

stage. And… has never left it ever since.

da game. Varying in forms and sha-

Most clearly propaganda was demonstra-

pes, Russia’s propaganda continues to be

ted during the annexation of the Crimean

displayed in advancement of all the on-

peninsula back in 2014 but it didn’t conﬁne

going conﬂicts as well as targeting closest

itself there: Russia’s propaganda continues

Eastern European countries or NATO al-

to be displayed in advancement of all the

lies. Despite that it is prospering and has

ongoing conﬂicts as well as targeting clo-

advanced considerably through the past

sest Eastern European countries or NATO

years, yet still has its noticeable tenden-

allies.

cies. Five clear strategies that Russia se-

The ongoing Russian information warfa-

ems to be following while building up its

re comes in many diﬀerent shapes and

approach to propaganda, such as spread

forms.

of propaganda on as many various chan-

approach to propaganda still at least part-

nels as possible or making the disinforma-

ly builds on techniques of Soviet Cold War

tion opportunistic, have been distinguis-

era (active front organizations, agents of

hed in the paper. Based on diﬀerent real

inﬂuence, fake stories in non-Soviet Media,

examples taken from the Russian campa-

forgeries, etc. 1), the country has taken an

ign, this paper is structured for the best

obvious

possible exposure of diﬀerent techniques

brought the propaganda to whole other le-

used

in

clash

between

artiﬁcial

Despite

the

advantage

fact

of

that

Russia’s

technology

and

facts

vel. Now it is prospering, yet still has its

presented by the Russian and the real

noticeable tendencies. It is possible to

facts. In accordance with the main tactics

distinguish ﬁve clear strategies that Russia

implemented by Russia, ﬁve reasoned re-

might follow while building up its appro-

commendations to counterstrike fake rea-

ach to propaganda. It is really important

lity, development of national narratives

to note that a story can ﬁt to more than

and strong national institution for strate-

one of the criteria listed below. This paper

gic communication being great examples,

is based on diﬀerent real examples taken

are presented as well. In spite of inability

from the Russian campaign and is struc-

to completely avoid or stop the spread of

tured for the best possible exposure of

developing Kremlin propaganda, numero-

diﬀerent techniques used in clash between

us measures might be taken to diminish

the facts presented by Russia and the real

the impact of propaganda and to avoid

facts. Five main characteristics that Russia

dramatic consequences.

follows throughout its spread of modiﬁed
truth starts with repetition. Old Latin pro-

INTRODUCTION
It dates back to 2008, if not even before
that, to the well known Georgia-Russia

verb states that “repetition is the mother
of learning” and it seems like Kremlin follows it well.

conﬂict. Not only the remarkably grown
inﬂuence over Georgia made it special to
Russia: hardly concealable changes in Rus1

Nicholas J. Cull, et al. “Soviet Subversion, Disinformation and Propaganda: How the West Fought Against it An Analytic History, with Lessons for the Present”; The London School of Economic and Political
Science, 1-8, 2017 http://www.lse.ac.uk/iga/assets/documents/arena/
2018/Soviet-Subversion-and-Propaganda-how-the-west-thoughtagainst-it.pdf.
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1. Kremlin Disinformation is

veness allows Kremlin propaganda to bri-

Repetitive: Very Same Stories

be more and more people throughout the

Appear in Totally Different

time.

Coutries

1.1. The Rape Narrative

As the Kremlin propaganda does not ha-

In addition to the simplest methods, so-

ve to reason with real life events or the

me of the messages that start spreading

reality itself, the same messages often ap-

from Kremlin involve highly contemporary

pear to be cross-promoted. The ability not

technology – bots or hacker attacks, to me-

to check facts, or verify their arguments,

ntion the least. Others rely mainly on emo-

allows the Kremlin propagandists to react

tional narratives. While considering speciﬁ-

swiftly and present the messages in corre-

cally the Baltic States case, Kremlin is often

spondence to the occurring events faster

using Nazism narrative, which is deeply

than some of the legitimate sources. Sho-

connected with Russian historical identity

rtly, the lack of its commitment to objecti-

and call out strong emotions. Another pro-

ve reality — thing, which should not be ta-

ven accelerant topic for emotions is the ac-

ken for granted by any means, while tal-

cusations of rape.

king about spreading news worldwide —

These stories tend to serve a simple pur-

makes Russian propaganda very responsi-

pose of alienating local population against

ve. Furthermore, once an eﬀective narrati-

the soldiers, especially foreigners. Most of

ve is found, it can be applied and reapp-

the time these stories have no evidence to

lied numerous times to various nations,

back-up the claims and even use the same

events or times, depending on when it is

generic pictures to support the posts and

needed the most. The repetitiveness can

articles. As eﬀective as these narratives

also be treated as information recycling,

might seem to be at the ﬁrst glance, eve-

as exactly the same patterns of the stories

ntually they become less eﬀective, espe-

would reaper almost unchanged in diﬀere-

cially as used in the same repetitive man-

nt countries, talking about the same coun-

ner. This so called trend started with The

tries or even in the same countries them-

Lisa story — case that took Berlin by sur-

selves. Despite that Kremlin does not put

prise in January 2016, when a 13-year-old

a huge eﬀort to adjust stories to the desi-

Russian-German girl was announced mis-

red context, it still manages to bring relati-

sing and reported by Channel One Russia

vely huge success. It is mostly based on

to have been raped by migrants 3. This fa-

scientiﬁcally tested relations between con-

ke story was in the very center of German

stant repetition, feeling of familiarity and

public discussions for a couple of weeks

2

ﬁnally — acceptance . The more times au-

and even after being reported as ﬁctional,

dience hears the same fact, the less peop-

it was still intensively reported in both fo-

le tend to question it and rate it more va-

reign and domestic Russian media.

lid and believable compared to the new

successful

high responsiveness and constant repetiti-

brought to attention quite frequently ever

2

3

Jean-Charles Chebat, Michel Laroche, Daisy Baddoura, and Pierre Filiatrault (1992) ,"Eﬀects of Source Likability on Attitude Change Through Message Repetition", in NA - Advances in Consumer Research
Volume 19, eds. John F. Sherry, Jr. and Brian Sternthal, Provo, UT: Association for Consumer Research, Pages: 353-358.
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As the narrative was proven to be a very

statements. Perfect combination between

and

eﬀective

tool,

it

was

Andriukaitis L., “Russian Disinfo Patterns: Rape Accusations”, Vilnius
Institute for Policy Analysis for Integrity Initiative, 2018 https://vilniusinstitute.lt/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/10-Rape-Accusations.pdf.
4

Ibid.
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WHO’S DOMINATING THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE SPACE?

The Russian annexation of Crimea and invasion into Eastern Ukraine in 2014 served as a wake-up call for
NATO countries. Not only had it helped to understand the threats of hybrid warfare, but also to rally public support for increase in NATO defense measures. One of the most successfully implemented measures
were the Enhanced Forward Presence Battalions on the Eastern NATO ﬂank. As a result, Kremlin again turned to information warfare methods to counter these measures by trying to turn local populations against the troops and donor countries to lose faith in the idea. Articles and posts regarding NATO in the Baltic
countries were investigated to see who dominates the public space in the English language. Russian state
funded media outlets are playing an exceptionally big role in forming public opinions in English speaking
digital
space5.

since the Lisa case. For instance, the follo-

aring any time soon. It is important to

wing attempt to use this speciﬁc narrative

know the recurring fake hostile narratives,

was noticed in Lithuanian, just one year la-

as the knowledge of the maneuvers help

ter. Luckily, emerging story was eﬀectively

to react swiftly and eﬀectively.

stopped before it could do any serious damage in Lithuania4. Rape accusations are
believed to continue appearing to be a very emotionally charged narrative. Fortuna-

1.2. EFP Soldiers’ Coverage in the
Baltics

tely, a certain decline in the trustworthi-

Considering repetitive Kremlin disinfor-

ness of these stories can be observed. No-

mation,

netheless they should be taken with a

Presence (EFP) troops are worth mentio-

grain of salt, because even the big Russian

ning. All three Baltic states and Poland

media outlets seem to be using these fake,

each received a multinational battalion of

yet very serious accusations. Untangling

NATO troops strengthening the vulnerable

Russian narratives and disinfo-patterns is

Eastern ﬂank and making it a hard nut to

crucial as these show no signs of disappe-

cases

of

Enhanced

Forward

crack for the Kremlin. It led to major Krem5

Ibid.
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THE OUTREACH OF SPUTNIK NEWS

Since their launch in the Baltic region in 2016, local Sputnik News outlets were unable to reach large popularity. The outreach of Sputnik News and RT have been long debated amongst experts. The investigation of the backlinks leading to these websites was required and some interesting patterns appeared as
most of the backlinks leading to the Baltic Sputnik News websites were from other Sputnik News websites. Backlink Analysis reveals that vast majority of the backlinks of the Baltic states Sputnik News consists of other Sputnik News domains7.

lin eﬀorts trying to turn local populations

well thought through informational opera-

against the troops and donor countries to

tion with obvious preparation and sys-

reject the idea. Russia used information

tematic execution.

warfare methods to counter the successful

Another important EFP-related observa-

implementation of the troops . Media con-

tion worth mentioning is that none of the

tent in regard to NATO in the three Baltic

most engaged with outlets were of local

states was closely analyzed. After using su-

Baltic origin. It brings the conclusion, that

ch keywords as 'NATO Lithuania’, ‘NATO

the countries actually hosting the EFP tro-

Latvia’, ‘NATO Estonia’ and ‘NATO Baltic

ops are not even involved in forming pubic

States’, the analysis revealed that all of

opinion in most used NATO language8,

these keywords had exceptionally high

while Russian state funded media outlets

Russian media inﬂuence. Furthermore, not

are playing an exceptionally big role in

only the engagement was unnaturally high,

spreading the news on NATO topics that,

but also the content had a critical stance of

not surprisingly, are highly negative most

NATO. A gradual build-up can be observed,

of

reaching its very peak in February of 2017,

2. Kremlin Disinformation is Spread

6

when ﬁrst EFP soldiers reached the Baltic
states. The peak was followed by a slow

times.

on Various Channels

decline in the reporting and engagement,

Another great feature of Russian propa-

because this pattern suggests a possible

ganda is that it is produced in exceedingly

6

8

Andriukaitis L., “NATO Coverage in The Baltic States: Who’s Dominating the English Language Space?”, Vilnius Institute for Policy Analysis
for Intefrity Initiative, 2018, https://vilniusinstitute.lt/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/7-NATO-Coverage-in-the-Baltic-States.pdf.
7

Andriukaitis L., “Baltic Sputnik News Interests Only Other Sputnik
News” 2018 https://vilniusinstitute.lt/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/5Baltic-Sputnik-News.pdf.
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the

Andriukaitis, “NATO Coverage in The Baltic States: Who’s Dominating
the English Language Space?”,
https://vilniusinstitute.lt/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/7-NATO-Coverage-in-the-Baltic-States.pdf.
.
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YOUTH CAMP “SOYUZ”

In late 2014 Lithuanian society was alerted about a propagandist maneuver to indoctrinate the young members of Lithuanian Russian-speaking
community by sending them to Russian military youth camps. The camp
emphasizes military routine, cultural and educational programs. And this
is where the main danger comes from – the Russian oﬃcial historical
narratives are not objective. Children competing in military games and
completing tasks with weapons9.

large quantities and disseminated through

the Baltic branches of the outlet are not

the variety of channels. The propaganda

reaching

can be spread in numerous ways: in form

Despite that, the analysis of 7+1 Facebook

of text, video, images, social media posts,

pages in Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and

social media comments, television, radio,

Poland revealed some interesting trends:

etc. The same propaganda messages are

in all of the countries the Russian language

usually spread through diﬀerent channels

groups were far more popular than then

that complement each other in spreading

ones in the local language. Even if these

the story. It cannot be unnoticed that

Facebook groups seem to be harmless,

Kremlin uses very creative approaches and

they should be treated with great caution.

experiment in new ways to achieve their

These groups, especially the Russian lan-

information goals. Kremlin’s propaganda

guage pages, have signiﬁcant number of

and information operations use a model,

followers relative to the small the Baltic

which Atlantic Council’s DFRLab identiﬁes

States.

results

desired

by

Kremlin11.

as full spectrum propaganda model, which

According to the analysis made at

spans social, traditional media, and other

DFRLab12, vast majority of the backlinks

means of information10. Some of the chan-

(99,39% – 99,75%) of the Baltic states Sput-

nels that Kremlin uses are overt and oﬃ-

nik News backlinks consist of other Sput-

cial, others are covert and claim to be in-

nik News domains. This is a highly unnatu-

dependent, or are created for a certain

ral result for a news website, to say the le-

purpose.

are

ast. It suggests that the outlet itself simu-

being used together in order to manipula-

lates the traﬃc to these websites. This ﬁn-

te the audience, as it makes one believe

ding reveals that these websites are not

that many voices share the same stances

only lacking readers, but also fail to attract

on diﬀerent platforms.

attention from other websites and outlets.

2.1. Sputnik in FB Pages

Out of all diﬀerent disinformation warfare

Many

diﬀerent

channels

tactics that Kremlin is using in the Baltic

Widely known Kremlin propaganda outlet

states, Sputnik News would most likely ra-

Sputnik News is active not only in the form

nk not on the top of the list. According to

of media outlets, but also on social media.

its founder Dimitri Kiselyov, Sputnik News

As the eﬃciency and the outreach of Sput-

mission is to “speak about what others ke-

nik News in other regions remains de-

ep quiet about”, but apparently disinfor-

batable, it is necessary to point out that

mation they are trying to foist does not

9

12

Lukas Andriukaitis “Russian Military Camps for Lithuanian Children”,
Vilnius Institute for Policy Analysis for Intefrity Initiative, 2018.

Lukas Andriukaitis. “Baltic Sputnik News ...".

10

Ben Nimmo, Senior Fellow for Information Defense at the Atlantic
Council’s Digital Forensic Research Lab, “Russia’s Full Spectrum Propaganda”, DFRLab, 2018 https://medium.com/dfrlab/russias-full-spectrum-propaganda-9436a246e970.
11

Andriukaitis L., “Baltic Sputnik News ..."

.
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ACCUSED OF SOMETHING?
ACCUSE SOMEONE ELSE OF THE SAME THING!
NATO is to blame for Kaliningrad’s
armament with top-notch aerial denial weaponry. In March 2019, Russian Armed Forces reportedly
stationed another unit of S-400 missile systems in Kaliningrad. The continuous armament of the Kaliningrad
exclave has the goal of challenging
NATO's and especially U.S. air superiority in the region, rendering it inaccessible for both NATO and Russia.
Yet, as the tiny Russian exclave in
Europe continues to be militarized,
Kremlin juxtaposes criticism of the
Western countries by their own narrative. Likely geolocation of the new
S-400 unit in Kaliningrad13.

really interest the Baltic audiences or

tine, cultural and educational aspects.

other websites.

In their oﬃcial webpage camps are
described as “an International Youth Edu-

2.2. Russian Military Camps

cational Event of Military Sports Organiza-

While trying out as many diﬀerent chan-

tions and Cadet Corps. The program of

nels as possible, Kremlin targeted the you-

patriotic education, developed by Afgha-

th for spreading its inﬂuence. In late 2014

nistan's veterans, was recognized by the

a scandal made headlines in Lithuania

14

authorities of Russian Federation and its

that young Lithuanian Russian-speaking

allies, but was condemned by some mem-

students are being sent to Russian military

bers of NATO” 16. Lithuanian government

youth camps. This incident reached atte-

decided to take soft measures against

ntion both of the highest government oﬃ-

this propagandist threat, by urging te-

cials and the intelligence community in Li-

achers

thuania15. Lithuanian society was alerted

the students to these events. In 2017,

and saw this as a propagandist maneuver

the mayor of Plungė (town in Western

to indoctrinate the young member of Li-

part of Lithuania) publicly apologized17

thuanian

for allowing Lithuanian-speaking stude-

Russian-speaking

community.

one

of

before

these

sending

nts

The

Despite the public apologies, it is clear

Union, The Heirs of the Victory) invited stu-

that Kremlin once again found a grey

dents from the post-Soviet countries to co-

zone to manipulate in without activating

me for a 10 day sports and educational

the state’s judiciary system.

EN:

to

twice

Союз,

Победы;

go

think

The camp Soyuz, Nasledniki Pobedy (RU:
Наследники

to

to

camps.

program, highly emphasizing military rou13

Andriukaitis L., “Russian Disinfo Patterns: NATO Is to Blame For
Kaliningrad's Militarization”, Vilnius Institute for Policy Analysis for
Intefrity Initiative, 2018, https://vilniusinstitute.lt/wp-content/uploads/
2019/07/Russian-Disinfo-Patterns.pdf
14

Kasnikovksytė M., “Akmenės paaugliai siunčiami į stovyklą Rusijoje:
ketina reklamuoti Lietuvą” ,TV3.lt, 2018 https://www.tv3.lt/naujiena/lietuva/969794/akmenes-paaugliai-siunciami-i-stovykla-rusijoje-ketina-reklamuoti-lietuva.
15

06

L.rytas news, “Saugumas: į Rusijos stovyklas mokinius siunčia
daugiau mokyklų`’, 2014, https://tv.lrytas.lt/zinios/lietuvos-diena/
2014/10/13/news/saugumas-i-rusijos-stovyklas-mokinius-siunciadaugiau-mokyklu-175940/.
.

16

"Солдаты России", http://www.soldatru.ru/game_sbor/game.php?
id=11.
17
15min.lt, “Plungės meras teisinasi dėl skandalingos jaunimo kelionės
į Rusiją: įvyko klaida”, 2017 https://www.15min.lt/naujiena/aktualu/
lietuva/plunges-meras-teisinasi-del-skandalingos-jaunimo-keliones-irusija-ivyko-klaida-56-828050?
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THE BEST DEFENSE IS A GOOD OFFENSE
Russian disinfo patterns were investigated, while checking diﬀerent defensive
keywords that constantly appear in Kremlin-funded media, to see their scope of
outreach and their eﬀectiveness. Analysis reveals that pro-Kremlin outlets are
dominating when it comes to defensive
keywords, suggesting a systematic Kremlin’s approach. Some of the keywords,
such as ‘Russophobic’ or ‘Russophobia’
appear to be used exceptionally by the
Russian outlets without quotations, showing that this term is not used organically in the Western media. For the
keyword ‘Russophobic’, Russian state-funded and strictly pro-Kremlin media outlets clearly dominates the statistics18.

3. Kremlin Narratives Can Be Based

3.1. Kaliningrad Militarization

on Facts, but not Necessarily

In March 2019, Russian Armed Forces

The propaganda that is currently being

reportedly stationed another unit of S-400

produced by Kremlin is very vaguely based

missile defense systems in Kaliningrad19.

on facts. It does not mean that is always

These systems are considered to be the

100% based on alternative facts, quite the

top-notch anti-aircraft weapons in Russia's

opposite – it often has a large part of it

possession, as they are capable of bringing

based on factual truth. Same facts can be

down airborne targets at a range of 400

rearranged, some facts can be convenient-

kilometers. The continuous armament of

ly hushed up to ﬁt certain narratives that

the Kaliningrad exclave has the goal of

the Kremlin is pushing for. Sometimes, ho-

challenging NATO's 20 and especially U.S.

wever, events reported in Russian propa-

air superiority in the region. Yet, as the

ganda are fully manufactured and do not

tiny Russian exclave in Europe continues

have anything remotely close with the

to be militarized, Kremlin juxtaposes criti-

truth. Kremlin propagandists tend to ma-

cism of the Western countries by their own

nufacture sources. To make it more con-

narrative. Kremlin has already justiﬁed all

vincible, Russian propaganda has often

of the deployments as purely defensive

relied on manufactured evidence – often

and Russian media sees the never-ending

photographic, or other types of visuals.

militarization of Kaliningrad as a result of

Out of numerous examples, the paper pro-

alleged NATO's aggression.

vides widely known and highly debatable
ones.

It must be admitted, that Russian military
developments are being signiﬁcantly cove18

Andriukaitis L., “Russian Disinfo Patterns: The Best Defense Is a Good Oﬀense”, Vilnius Institute for Policy Analysis for Integrity Initiative,
2018 https://vilniusinstitute.lt/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/6-The-BestDefense.pdf.
TVN24 News in English, “Russia deploys new S-400 missile systems
in its Baltic exclave of Kaliningrad”, 2019, https://www.tvn24.pl/tvn24news-in-english,157,m/russia-deploys-iskander-nuclear-capable-missiles-to-kaliningrad-region,918726.html.
19

20

Grove T., “The New Iron Curtain: Russian Missile Defense Challenges
U.S. Air Power”, The Wall Street Journal, 2019. https://www.wsj.com/articles/russias-missile-defense-draws-a-new-iron-curtain-against-u-smilitary-11548255438.
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SPORT AS A PERFECT POLITICAL TOOL

Putin needed the World Cup mainly for domestic purposes pushing his approval rating up, because most people enjoy watching football. Even if the event was short-lived, it served as a distraction from the harsh postSoviet reality. But even before the FIFA 2018 has started, Putin was able to use it for gains in international
domain: the defensive narratives using FIFA 2018 started as early as 2017, and were used up until the start
of the championship. All the main crimes convicted by the Kremlin, such as the downing of MH17, poisoning
of Skripal or attempted homicide of Babchenko were countered as sabotage by the West21.

red by informational campaigns in Rus-

end of 2018, lots of similar posts appe-

sian. Even if social media listening tools

ared, claiming that not only Lithuanian so-

did not reveal enormous spread of these

ciety but academia and politicians as well,

messages in the form of new media out-

are actively agitating to take Kaliningrad

lets neither in Russian nor English, yet the

under control 23. Considering this Russian

search on VK using the keywords “С-

exclave’s between Poland and Lithuania on

400”and “Калининград” revealed that the-

the Baltic Sea meaning also tactical loca-

se messages were very prominent in the

tion, it does sound as a reasonable target

middle of March .

for Kremlin fake storytellers.

22

In addition to this,

messages mentioned above caused signiﬁ-

The VK posts that started appearing in Ja-

cant commenting of VK users who were

nuary 2018 not only blame Lithuania for

praising this development and expressed

expansionary visions but also raise the qu-

highly negative emotions towards NATO. It

estion of the Baltic countries’ sovereignty.

seems like these messages were intentio-

Posts claim that if Lithuania is aiming to in-

nally spread in Russian and on social me-

corporate Kaliningrad into its territory, Li-

dia, likely to rally local population support

thuania should be incorporated into Rus-

for the never-ending armament of tiny, yet

sia. The fact that all of these posts have

so important Kaliningrad enclave.

been written in Russian suggest that these

3.2. Lithuania Sets Eyes on Kalinin‐

stories were most likely tailored for the

grad

Russian

audience24

and

the

stories aimed at Russians are usually

One of the marginal stories that managed

based on strong emotions, while the facts

to ﬁnd its way on the Russian social media

are distorted, misinterpreted or not appa-

portal VKontakte (VK) is the “Lithuanian

rent at all.

dream” of taking Kaliningrad. At the very
21

Andriukaitis L. “Russian Disinfo Patterns: Kremlin’s Defensive FIFA
2018 Narrative”, Vilnius Institute for Policy Analysis for Intefrity Initiative,
2018. https://vilniusinstitute.lt/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/8-Defensive-FIFA-Narrative.pdf.
22

Andriukaitis L., “Russian Disinfo Patterns: NATO...",
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aking community and heighten anti-Lithu-

speciﬁc

anian sentiments, this speciﬁc narrative,

pro-Kremlin outlets are still dominating

fortunately,

when it comes to defensive keywords, su-

does

not

appear

to have

achieved wider reach or provoked large-

expressions

remain

debatable,

ggesting a systematic Kremlin’s approach.

scale discussions online amongst Russian
speakers. But the fact alone that it keeps
reappearing shows that the Kremlin belie-

4. KREMLIN DISINFORMATION IS OP‐

ves it is eﬀective enough to keep pushing,

PORTUNISTIC

with the aim of portraying Lithuania as an

Moving forward through key characte-

aggressive neighbour.

ristics of Russian propaganda the feature,

3.3. Best Defense is a Good Offense

of opportunism must be picked out. Even
though opportunistic disinformation can

This widely known strategic oﬀensive

be interpreted in many diﬀerent ways, the

principle of war had been used for so ma-

core similarity is the following — the at-

ny years. And it seems like the Kremlin ta-

tempts of individuals to capitalize on a

kes this time-proof adage and still mana-

particular event or accident26.

ges to apply it to Russian politics nowada-

Russian case in mind, this strategy is app-

ys. One of a few methods that Russians

lied in so many diﬀerent levels as many hi-

use in their disinformation campaign is

storical facts are being rewritten, reinter-

'distract' which works in a following way —

preted and distorted in order to reach

if you are accused of something, accuse

Kremlin's strategic objectives. Just a couple

someone else of the very same thing. One

examples from totally diﬀerent spheres

cannot deny, that this tactic does make

and period will be looked through in this

sense. Just as well, as one cannot argue wi-

paper.

th the fact that Kremlin has masterfully

4.1. Forest Brothers Coverage

used the method of 'distract' with the introduction of speciﬁc terminology used in
their information campaigns.

Having

Firstly, let’s settle in the Baltics, particularly — Lithuania. This country is espe-

The keywords like ‘Russophobic’, ‘Russop-

cially proud of Freedom Fighters, who resi-

hobia’, ‘Anti-Russian Hysteria’, ‘NATO Agg-

sted the occupation by ﬁghting the Soviet

ression’ can be highlighted as most out-

occupants for many years. In the begin-

standing and most often. They signify at-

ning of 2019, the last few remaining Free-

tempts to thwart criticism towards current

dom

Russian regime25 and their aggression

Fighters

received

the

Freedom

Awards in Lithuanian Parliament and were

against neighbors. These keywords are of-

honored by high Lithuanian oﬃcials. Unfo-

ten used in Russia’s defensive narratives

rtunately, as the key historical period that

and are, not surprisingly, highly dominated

Kremlin is ﬁghting for is the Second World

by the pro-Kremlin outlets. Even tough the

War (or as they call it "The Great Patriotic

scope of outreach and the eﬀectiveness of

War"), the legacy of the countries that resi-

25

26
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SAME ACTOR, BUT DIFFERENT SET

One of Russian propoganda techniques was to overﬁll the
media with made up stories of Ukrainian troops committing various crimes. In many cases the same actors were
used to play the roles of alleged locals. Despite the fact
that currently the use of this method has decreased signiﬁcantly, it remains one of the most blatant and eﬀective tools in information warfare. Same person (Marina
Cipko) presented as 4 diﬀerent characters27.

sted comes directly against Kremlin’s nar-

of independent country’s history and chan-

ratives of the Great Victory. Eventually,

ging local “heroes” into “villains” would gi-

Freedom Fighters, besides being highly ho-

ve a powerful tool to manipulate another

nored

episodes from their history as well. It

in

their

own

country,

become

targets of Russian disinformation.
As this topic is emotionally charged and

inﬂuence gets and how perceptive the so-

of huge importance to Lithuanian history,

cieties of the Baltic countries remain.

it creates yet another chance for Russia “to

4.2. FIFA Narratives

bite” the Baltics. The Kremlin tried to
demean Freedom Fighters’ good name by

Getting a wider perspective and going be-

distorting historical facts. Various posts

yond the borders of the Baltics, such

and claims targeted at them revealed a wi-

example as well-known International Fede-

der Kremlin narrative and the interest of

ration of Football (FIFA) and its relation to

the Russian social media platform VKon-

the Kremlin disinformation can be consi-

takte (VK) users 28. The stories varied th-

dered. On the eve of World Cup 2018 that

roughout the past years, but were const-

took place in Russia, Russian President Vla-

ructed mainly on false accusations and al-

dimir Putin called not to mix sports and

ternative statements rather than historical

politics 30.

facts. The Forest Brothers were constantly

than it has been in decades, Russia needed

being portrayed as Nazi corroborators and

the World Cup mainly for domestic purpo-

sympathizers, criminals, bandits and even

ses pushing Putin’s approval rating up, sin-

terrorists. Even more, Lithuanian Partisan

ce most people enjoy watching football. As

movement was publicly blamed for invol-

some sports fans followed the plan, others

vement in the Holocaust.

organized protests urged to boycott these

Despite the fact that The Forest Brothers
are considered

Being more isolated recently

“blood-soaked” games 31.

to be real national heroes

Even before the FIFA 2018 has started,

in the Baltic states, the Russian propagan-

Putin was able to use the event for gains in

da puts major eﬀorts to portray them

international domain. A number of diﬀere-

diﬀerently. The Kremlin seems to unders-

nt narratives involving FIFA 2018 cham-

tand that managing to reach the very core

pionship have been used by the Kremlin to

27

30

29
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contradict allegations for their wrong-

The last in the list, but clearly not the le-

doings. There were various claims and ac-

ast and just as important as the other feat-

cusations made that revealed what Krem-

ures of Kremlin propaganda is innovative-

lin wanted to make people think about FI-

ness. Constantly introducing new appro-

FA 2018 before it actually started . Pro-

aches and diﬀerent channels, Russia puts

Kremlin outlets were dominating when it

disinformation game to the whole new le-

comes to defensive keywords, suggesting a

vel. Examples of one of the widely-known

systematic Kremlin’s approach.

news agency Sputnik News and the tactics

32

Not surprisingly, Ukraine became a com-

of putting same actors in diﬀerent sets in

mon target by Russian propaganda and

Russian media game will be considered as

got accused for such things as using the

they represent diﬀerent yet still innovative

moment of FIFA 2018 to start a new cam-

and thoughtful moves form the Kremlin

paign in Donbass region. Moreover, United

side.

Kingdom got accused of sabotaging the

5.1. Sputnik Backlinks

hosting of FIFA 2018 as the plans of boycotting the games went viral. Many more

Innovativeness starts with the Sputnik

fake claims were made as Russia tried to

News shared online. Most of the articles in

take its best shots while acting as the host

local Sputnik News outlets garner only a

country for such a huge event 33.

few likes and up to a couple hundred

Taking everything into consideration, all

views. These websites are a part of a large

the inﬂuence mentioned would not be sur-

Kremlin-funded news website platform,

prising in Russian language space, but in

consisting of over 30 diﬀerent languages,

English language space it is rather alar-

penetrating not only post-Soviet countries,

ming. As with most of Russian information

but also Western Europe34. With an excep-

attacks in the FIFA 2018 case, the method

tional interest in the Sputnik News plat-

of throwing a number of diﬀerent narrati-

forms in the Baltics, an investigation of

ves on the wall and seeing what sticks was

their scope and variety of backlinks (links

used by the Kremlin. And here is yet ano-

that are directed towards a particular

ther good example of Kremlin’s cognitive

website) leading to them has been made.

dissonance: as Putin urge not to mix spo-

Even though the outreach of Sputnik News

rts and politics and at the same time use

and RT has been long debated amongst

this mass event for disinformation campa-

experts 35, the research revealed some in-

igns. It is vital to understand that Kremlin

teresting facts.

is willing to use any convenient event to

Why backlinks? The number of them is an

push its agenda both for domestic and in-

indicator of the popularity/importance of a

ternational audiences.

particular website. Backlinks are important
for Search Engine Optimization because

5. KREMLIN DISINFORMATION IS IN‐

some search engines, especially Google,

NOVATIVE

will prioritize websites that have a good

32
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number of quality backlinks, and consider

this method has decreased signiﬁcantly, it

those as more relevant in their results. So,

still remains one of the most eﬀective to-

the unusually high percentage of backlinks

ols in information warfare. If there are not

from other Sputnik News websites suggest

enough events worthy to report on, new

two main ﬁndings, that the Baltic Sputnik

ones have to be invented to feed the popu-

News outlets do not interest other websi-

lation

tes to refer to them and that a likely deli-

though investigators are very active online

berate cross-promotion cycle is set-up to

and it gets really hard for Kremlin-funded

provide as much coverage as possible .

media to succeed with the scams on a

This tactic can be seen as a desperate mo-

large scale, some websites report, that

ve in order to promote the currently large-

there are even groups of professional ac-

ly unpopular media coverage in the Baltic

tors who engage in staging propaganda

States, furthermore signifying a systemic

scenes for the Russian speaking media

approach to cross-promotion. Yet another

outlets 38. As propaganda reports are likely

platform well used by the Kremlin.

to be one of the most eﬀective forms of in-

5.2. Same Actors, Different Sets

formation warfare, these professionals al-

36

That weird feeling that you have seen

with

the

preferred

ideas.

Even

so make mistakes and, fortunately, are in
many cases caught red-handed.

particular person before, even if the name
looks totally unfamiliar, turns out to be

RECCOMENDATIONS

more than just a feeling if you are constant
consumer of Kremlin-inﬂuenced media.

After going through major strategies that

That is because Russians seem to master

Kremlin tend to implement, some sugges-

yet another innovative way to strengthen

tions have been made in accordance with

their inﬂuence — the technique of using

them. Below are a number of recommen-

the same actors to instigate diﬀerent

dations that were developed from the

propaganda scenes. The logic behind this

experience in the Baltic States and the wi-

disinformation tool is rather simple. In or-

der region. Five key recommendations we-

der

heart-touching

re identiﬁed as the main thrusts to impro-

stories, mobile reporter teams are deploy-

to

make

as

many

ve the informational resilience as eﬀective-

ed . This simple tactic is signiﬁcantly

ly as possible.

37

eﬀective and mostly targeted at Russianspeaking television viewers. As most of the

1. STRONG NATIONAL INSTITUTION FOR

casual Russian TV viewers are likely to get

STRATEGIC COMMUNICATION (STRAT-

their everyday information from one con-

COM) SET-UP THAT WOULD LEAD THE IN-

stant source, most of them have no chance

TEGRATION OF ANTI-DISINFORMATION

to ﬁnd out that the things they saw were

EFFORTS

professionally instigated lies.
Despite the fact that currently the use of
36
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Com set-up does not exist in every country

tand is the great importance of seizing

at ﬁrst. The key to respond the ﬁre-hose

control of one’s national narrative and the

of Kremlin propaganda is to establish and

possibilities for rescripting it before anyo-

constantly improve a national StratCom

ne else does it for you. Students and prac-

coordinating body. In essence, it is a poli-

titioners of public diplomacy understand

tical tool designed to inﬂuence certain

well the signiﬁcance of nation branding, a

target audiences that also reﬂects the poli-

process in which national narratives ﬁgure

tical culture, historical experiences, and ci-

centrally. There are three main strands in

vil-military and other intra-governmental

any national narrative — the establishme-

relationships of the state or entity . It is

nt of a founding story, the conception of

important to acknowledge that the lack of

national identity, and the parameters of

a formal StratCom framework, however,

national unity40. All things aside, keeping

does not mean that a country is not enga-

these three in your hands and constantly

ged in any strategic communication, as

reminding

there are some examples in the world,

would guarantee some problems for the

where existing agencies of government

unfriendly countries, trying to make any

performs StratCom practices essentially.

changes considering the established natio-

Anyway, the absence of it might cause so-

nal narratives. It is important to highlight

me key challenges, namely, the danger of

that national narrative should not be un-

miscalculations occurring as a result of un-

derstood primarily in terms of an external-

coordinated messaging; the ‘say-do gap’ as

ly directed “soft power”, what it surely is,

the government struggles to fulﬁll some of

but ﬁrstly, it needs to be understood in

its aspirations under the rubric of ‘proacti-

terms of its serious domestic implications.

ve contribution to peace’, and the diﬃculty

If carefully crafted and ably wielded, natio-

of sending coherent messages and avoi-

nal narrative can represent a formidable

ding unintended messaging. To avoid any

power. The loss of its control, obviously,

additional problems and to guarantee a

could lead to tragic consequences.

39

strong base for national

country’s

citizens

of

them,

security, strong

national StartCom set-up is highly desirab-

3. PRO-ACTION VS. REACTION, SETTING

le and recommended.

GOALS VS. PUTTING OUT FIRES

2. DEVELOPMENT OF NATIONAL NARRATIVES

If following recommendations and having
strong national StratCom body established, it is possible to expand its functions.

As the unfriendly countries are using cle-

Firstly, StratCom should be focused on

arly deﬁned narratives to achieve their go-

achieving strategic information goals. All

als, it becomes country’s own responsibili-

of the resources and eﬀorts should be put

ty to develop national narratives and im-

into achieving strategic, long-term goals

prove country’s image, ﬁrstly, among their

rather than responding to tactical ﬁghts

own citizens. What is needed to unders-

from the enemy side. Simultaneously, the

39

40
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enemy, being tactical and wise, of course

the manipulation of narrative in the wake

would try to initiate as many of those as

of a crisis 42. Anything from aggressive en-

possible. Wasting StratCom’s energy and

forcement of terms of service agreements

part of resources on minor tactical ﬁghts

with Internet providers and social media

might cost considerably a lot — the con-

services to electronic warfare or cyberspa-

centration of its main goal. The aim of

ce operations could lower the volume and,

public diplomacy strategic communication

obviously, the impact of Kremlin propa-

should utilizing the core practices in con-

ganda. If the ﬁrehose of falsehood is being

junction with the other elements of other

employed as part of active hostilities, or if

NATO StratCom in order to preserve the

counterpropaganda eﬀorts escalate to inc-

inward quiet of the region. Strategic use of

lude usage of various information warfare

public diplomacy would allow NATO to

capabilities, then destroying or otherwise

address potential threats early on and po-

interfering with the ability of the propa-

tentially avert a crisis altogether 41. Igno-

gandists

ring continuous and concentrated work,

could minimize the impact of their eﬀo-

constantly putting out ﬁres and at most re-

rts.

to

broadcast

their

messages

acting to each and every minor ﬁght from
the enemy, thus, would decrease the role

5. EDUCATION OF ALL AGE GROUPS

and the importance of a functional National StratCom set-up.

Last recommendation standing in the list,
but clearly of undeniable importance is
education. It is hard to consider any other

4. ADAPTION OF TECHNOLOGICAL ME-

developments in the country if the society

ANS

is not educationally ready to accept the

The absolute majority of the information

measures or plans implemented national-

warfare nowadays is digital. That logically

ly. Even then, no matter how intelligent an

leads to another suggestion for addressing

individual may be, almost every person is

the challenge of Russian propaganda, rela-

susceptible to propaganda43.

ted to technologies: it is the usage of diﬀe-

Thus, education is the least we can do

rent technical means to turn oﬀ the ﬂow.

and a great thing to begin a never-ending

Even though the future of combating digi-

journey to demolishing fake news.

tal disinformation and propaganda is un-

measure is one of the most essential fac-

certain, there are various opportunities to

tors that can be controlled and guaranteed

ﬁx these occurring problems. Many indivi-

and it is clearly one of the most eﬀective.

duals already leverage their skills in adver-

The factor of appropriate education is

tising, analytics, and data science, beco-

principal, as there is no chance that every

ming capable of rooting out destructive di-

single modiﬁed truth would be checked

gital content on their own dime. These in-

and eliminated by the professionals who

dependent information warriors are often

specialize in propaganda area. Conscious-

standing in the ﬁrst line of defense against

ness of every member of society and their

41
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ability to distinguish black and white –
truth and false – is vital. Therefore, quality
education from elementary school pupils
to the elderly, who had fewer opportunities to interact with digital information through time, must be spread within country’s boundaries.
All things considered, it can be concluded, that there is hardly any way to avoid
or completely stop the spread of developing Kremlin propaganda. But, it is necessary to point out that where is a problem — there is a solution just as well. In
this paper, besides the presentation of ﬁve
main Russian techniques that have been
actively used in the recent times, there are
also ﬁve recommendations that provide us
with eﬀective ways to counter the attacks.
If eventually, the number of well-educated,
patriotic citizens will be raised, strong National StratCom bodies will be established
in the countries and the importance of
country’s history and the formidable power of national narratives will be understood and cherished, there is scarcely a way
that any outside enemy could de-stroy or
by any means aﬀect such a strong unity.
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